THE OCCULT SCRIPT

SCENE 1

(creepy background music)

Anushka: The cult.

(screaming 1D fans)

(YJ mouthing "no" sounds dramatically)

Anushka: Oh! Did I say the cult? ...I meant the Occult.

SCENE 2

(Anushka sitting on a chair)

Anushka: The occult is defined as the knowledge of the hidden. The word “occult” is derived from the 16th century Latin work “occulere” which means to hide and conceal.

COMMERCIAL #1

Audrey: Narrator, YJ: Depressed Asian Chick, Anushka: Mizz Cleo, Jasmine: Assistant

Audrey: Are you fed up of being the geek at your school?

YJ: (sighs a “yes”)

Audrey: Are your teachers wrecking your social life with too much homework?

YJ: (cries when she sees the picture of her and her geeky friends)

Audrey: Are you trying to find Mr. Right?

YJ: (strokes Chris Hemsworth’s face on a sheet of paper)

Audrey: Then you need to see psychic extraordinaire, Mizzzzzzzzzzzzz Cleeëèooøøøøø!

Anushka + Jasmine: (do some crazy hand motions)

Anushka: (while talking in a strange accent) Come come child and together we can journey into into the unknown and see what your future has in store for you. I offer many services such as palm readings, tarot card readings, and the most amazing treasure you will
June, Amanda, Olivia, Ashley, and Julia

Willecke Mockumentary Outline

I) Intro: beans spilled out, spell out production company,
   i) Then use beans again to spell origins
II) Black Screen, Ethiopia, AD 800
   i) Legend with shepherd and goat
III) Transition to geography
IV) World Events
   i) WWII
V) Coffee Houses
   i) Mention enlightenment
      ii) Interviews of people at Starbucks’s as to why they are there
VI) COMMERCIAL: Sh*t customers say to their Baristas
VII) Technology
   i) Coffee machines
      ii) Coffee pods
VIII) News (Tully’s being bought by Patrick Demsey)
   i) Interview on newscast
IX) Stats
X) Intro for tea: pouring tea (?)
XI) Origin
   i) Are you Smarter than a fifth grader show
**Done = in imovie and edited**

Intro: DONE
LotR overview: DONE
The IR: DONE
Tolkien life:
Shire:
Rings:
Elves/Immortality:
Ents:
Gollum:
Scouring of the Shire:
Conclusion: DONE

Intro:
Middle Earth. A peaceful land where nature and all walks of life live harmoniously. lush green forest are inhabited by People of all shapes and sizes from wizards all the way to little hobbits. In this place technological advance is not needed or strived for because life is simple and carefree.
*goes black*
The world has changed, much that once was, is lost.
*pictures/ clips of destruction/ Pippin's Song*
The rapid growth of the Industrial revolution is evident in JRR Tolkien's the Lord of the Rings. This allegory's concern for nature echoes throughout the book. Evil beings of Middle-earth dominate nature and abuse it to bolster their own power.
In the beginning of the 3rd age of middle earth a revolution transforms the way creatures think, work, and battle forever. This is the scouring of The Shire: The Industrial Revolution.

THE LOTR OVERVIEW:

If you've been living under a rock or in a hobbit hole your whole life and don't know what The Lord of the rings is about, you *shall not pass*!
Here's the 1 minute version:
basically there's this club and if you're in this club you get this bling, but if your not included in this club you're going to feel ostracized right? So this guy named sauron, Mr. Lord of darkness. He decides to out do the “popular kids” by making one ring to rule them all. Somehow this ring holds immense power when used by sauron, but in reality if used by someone other than sauron it does little to nothing, besides turn your into an invisible crack addict and slowly wear away at your very soul.
So everyone bands together, creates a little pow-wow to get rid of this tyrant. they have a little war, sauron's hand gets cut off and the ring is passed on to the hands of men which doesn't work out very well. The ring is lost for awhile and is eventually found by smaug. Since the ring is only meant for the hand of sauron it completely drains poor smaug of his soul, resulting in the alter ego gollum.
after a couple years living in his bachelor pad alone, gollum loses the ring in an epic battle of wits to the young hobbit bilbo baggins. Who, after his long quest described in the “hobbit”, which is an entirely different story, takes it back to the shire where it goes unnoticed for 70 years.

A few dead parents and legal battles later, bilbo adopts Frodo...who isn't much... and eventually inherits the ring. A few years pass and a wizard comes and tells frodo about the power of this bling. Along with a fantasy boyband called the fellowship of the ring, Frodo embarks on an epic quest to destroy the one ring before sauron can regain his lost power.